
WaveBound: Dynamic Error Bounds for Stable Time Series Forecasting

TL;DR

• Recent time series forecasting models suffer from fitting to irreducible

noise in time series data.

• In image classification, flooding regularization[1] addresses overfitting by

preventing the training loss from falling below a certain level.

• However, in time series forecasting, the difficulties of predictions are

varied greatly for each feature and time step, even at different iterations.

• In this work, we propose dynamic error bounds for preventing the

overfitting issue in time series forecasting.

• Recent forecasting models cannot properly address the overfitting issue.

Proposed Method: WaveBound
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To address the overfitting issue in time series forecasting, we design a novel

regularization called WaveBound by dynamically finding the error bounds

for each feature and time step at each train iteration.

Overfitting in Time Series Forecasting

Q. How to design proper error bounds?

Generalization Gaps

Without WaveBound, the test loss of both Autoformer and Informer

increases after a certain iteration, while the training loss of both models

continues to decrease toward zero.

• (a) The original flooding only bounds the ‘mean’ of the training loss,

which is not feasible for time series forecasting.

• (b) Even if we consider each feature and time step, the fixed level of the

error bound cannot consider the different difficulties of predictions for

each feature and time step.

• (c) So, for each train iteration, we have to estimate the proper error

bound for each feature and time step individually.

Q. How to estimate error bounds?

To provide the dynamic error bounds, we employ the model updated with an

exponential moving average (EMA). EMA model is known to be robust to

noise and to memorize previous training data (in time series forecasting,

memorizing the generalized pattern is important for handling noise!)

• Zero training loss implies that the

model memorizes all training data.

• Flooding regularization [1] is proposed

for addressing the overfitting issue by

preventing the training loss from falling

below a certain level.

Overfitting & Zero Training Loss
Forecasting Performance

Regardless of the model and dataset, the forecasting performance of the

existing models is significantly improved when we use WaveBound.
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• In time series forecasting, the difficulty of prediction varies with each

feature and time step. → Existing methods, such as early stopping and

the original flooding regularization, cannot work effectively.
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Find more details in our paper!
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... see our paper for more results


